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The impact of electromagnetic stabilization and flow shear stabilization on ITG turbulence is investigated.
Analysis of a low-β JET L-mode discharge illustrates the relation between ITG stabilization, and proximity to the
electromagnetic instability threshold. This threshold is reduced by suprathermal pressure gradients, highlighting
the effectiveness of fast ions in ITG stabilization. Extensive linear and nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations are then
carried out for the high-β JET hybrid discharge 75225, at two separate locations at inner and outer radii. It is
found that at the inner radius, nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization is dominant, and is critical for achieving
simulated heat fluxes in agreement with the experiment. The enhancement of this effect by suprathermal
pressure also remains significant. It is also found that flow shear stabilization is not effective at the inner radii.
However, at outer radii the situation is reversed. Electromagnetic stabilization is negligible while the flow shear
stabilization is significant. These results constitute the high-β generalization of comparable observations found
at low-β at JET. This is encouraging for the extrapolation of electromagnetic ITG stabilization to future devices.
An estimation of the impact of this effect on the ITER hybrid scenario leads to a 20% fusion power improvement.
1 Introduction
The ion-temperature-gradient (ITG) instability [1, 2] is
well established as a primary driver for ion and elec-
tron turbulent heat transport in tokamak plasmas [3].
While long studied, open questions remain on aspects of
ITG turbulence. Specifically, experimental observations
in JET tokamak L-mode discharges of significantly re-
duced ion temperature profile stiffness [4, 5] within the
tokamak plasma half-radius – hitherto unexplained by
direct numerical simulation – have recently triggered in-
tense investigation. “Stiffness” is defined here as the gra-
dient of the gyroBohm normalized ion heat flux with re-
spect to the driving normalized logarithmic ion temper-
ature gradient R/LTi . While the original experimental
hypothesis posed a connection between the reduced stiff-
ness and concomitant low magnetic shear and high E×B
flow shear, this was not borne out by dedicated nonlin-
ear gyrokinetic simulations. Rather, following an exten-
sive numerical study using the Gene gyrokinetic code [6],
the physical mechanism able to explain the observations
is nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization of ITG turbu-
lence [7, 8].
Linear stabilization of ITG modes by electromagnetic
(EM) effects (i.e., finite-β) is well known [9, 10]. How-
ever, recent nonlinear simulations of finite-β ITG turbu-
lence have highlighted that nonlinear EM-stabilization –
i.e. the relative reduction of the heat fluxes compared
with the electrostatic (ES) case – is significantly greater
than the relative reduction of the linear growth rates be-
tween the EM and ES cases [11, 12]. This is correlated
with an increase in zonal flow drive in the EM case [13].
When including fast ions in the system, the suprather-
mal pressure gradients further increase the EM coupling,
augmenting the stabilization effect. This was first ob-
served in linear calculations [14]. The nonlinear enhance-
ment of the total EM-stabilization over the linear stabi-
lization is maintained in the system including fast ions. In
Refs. [7, 8] this was key to explain the low Ti-stiffness ob-
servations in Refs.[4, 5]. There, the low stiffness plasmas
were dominated by suprathermal pressure within half-
radius. This finding has positive ramifications for extrap-
olation to ITER and reactor performance, where rotation
is expected to be low but fusion α-particles will provide
a significant source of suprathermal pressure.
Since the discharges studied in Refs. [7, 8] were rela-
tively low-β (≈ 0.5%), a natural question arises: does this
physics change in more reactor-relevant, high-β plasmas?
An investigation of this question is the topic of the present
paper. A JET hybrid scenario, 75225 (with C-wall) [15],
was chosen for detailed linear and nonlinear gyrokinetic
study. The importance of fast ions on ITG stabilization
in this discharge is already seen in previous linear stud-
ies [16]. In general, the enhancement of plasma diamag-
netism by the suprathermal pressure gradient is believed
to be essential for attaining hybrid regimes [17]. This en-
couraged the comparison of the ITG stabilization physics
in this discharge with the aforementioned L-mode studies.
Hybrid scenarios are natural candidates for such analy-
sis due to: a significant suprathermal pressure fraction,
arising from relatively low plasma density; low magnetic
shear in the inner half-radius, experimentally observed to
be correlated with reduced Ti stiffness [18]; and no delete-
rious MHD activity, which otherwise would interfere with
microturbulence transport studies. The nonlinear studies
shown here constitute an extension of results shown in
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Ref. [19], which also discusses the importance of fast ions
for edge confinement improvement, leading to a beneficial
core-edge coupling. The importance of fast ion enhanced
linear EM-stabilization in this discharge is also predicted
by the TGLF quasilinear transport model [20] when ap-
plied in an integrated modeling framework [21].
This paper concentrates on the comparison between
well resolved and extensive direct numerical simulation
with experimental power balance fluxes, and the ramifi-
cations thereof on relevant transport questions and ex-
trapolations to future devices. The fundamental theory
of the physics mechanisms discussed here is to a large
extent still an open question, and left for future work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2 the simulation and discharge parameters are re-
viewed. Section 3 discusses the relevant parametrization
of the EM-stabilization. Section 4 reviews the linear anal-
ysis of discharge 75225. Section 5 describes the nonlinear
simulations of discharge 75225. Conclusions are presented
in section 6.
2 Simulation setup and discharge param-
eters
Gene solves the gyrokinetic Vlasov equation, coupled
self-consistently to Maxwell’s equations, within a δf for-
mulation. Gene works in field line coordinates, where x
is the radial coordinate, z is the coordinate along the field
line, and y is the binormal coordinate. Both an analytical
circular geometry model (derived in Ref.[22]) as well as a
numerical geometry were used in this work. All simula-
tions carried out were local. Collisions are modeled using
a linearized Landau-Boltzmann operator. Both linear and
nonlinear initial value simulations were performed. Typ-
ical grid parameters were as follows: perpendicular box
sizes [Lx, Ly] = [250, 125] in units of ion Larmor radii,
perpendicular grid discretisations [nx, nky] = [256, 32], 32
point discretisation in the parallel direction, 48 points
in the parallel velocity direction, and 12 magnetic mo-
ments. The high Lx and nx values were necessary to sat-
isfy the boundary conditions in the low magnetic shear
simulations at low radii, and were relaxed for simulations
with higher magnetic shear. Parallel magnetic fluctua-
tions were included in the simulations of JET discharge
75225. This cannot be neglected, due to the relatively
high β, and is important for setting the strength of elec-
tromagnetic coupling, as seen in dedicated checks.
JET discharge 75225 was analyzed at two separate ra-
dial locations, at ρ = 0.33 and ρ = 0.64, where ρ is
the normalized toroidal flux coordinate. The discharge
is characterized by a peaked Ti profile in the inner half-
radius, motivating this choice of separating the analy-
sis to the two separate regions, and examining the rel-
ative impact of EM-stabilization and E×B flow shear
stabilization in each region. For preparing the Gene in-
put, interpretative simulations of the discharge with the
CRONOS integrated modeling suite [23] were carried out.
These simulations included calculations of the NBI heat
deposition and fast ion profile using the NEMO/SPOT
code [24], power balance analysis, current diffusion, and
magnetic equilibrium calculations with HELENA [25].
The dimensionless parameters for the discharge in the
two regions, included as input for the Gene simulations,
are shown in Table. 1. The fast ions were approximated
in Gene as hot isotropic Maxwellians, taking the average
Tfast from the calculated slowing down distribution.
3 Parametrization of EM-stabilization
Before proceeding to the analysis of JET discharge 75225,
we first discuss the parametrization of the strength of the
linear and nonlinear EM-stabilization. This is to gain
intuition on the relevant parameter regimes of the effect.
Since the linear stabilization of the toroidal ITG mode
is closely linked with the increase of the electromagnetic
instability drive [26], we take β/βcrit as a valid parameter
of merit. This will be justified in this section.
βcrit is the kinetic β limit of the EM ion mode, e.g., Ki-
netic Ballooning Modes (KBM), fast ion driven Alfve´nic
modes, or more generally a hybrid case. βcrit is a func-
tion of the plasma parameters, including the driving gra-
dient lengths. In the fluid limit the stability thresh-
old is parametrized by αMHD, where αMHD≡q
2Rβ′ =
q2
∑
j βj
(
R
LTj
+ R
Lnj
)
, summing over all species. βcrit
and αcrit are thus intrinsically linked, where αcrit ef-
fectively captures a subset of the parameter dependen-
cies in βcrit. These parametrizations approximately carry
over into the kinetic system [11], and thus an increase
of the ITG stabilization with pressure gradients is ex-
pected (through β′). This is the key factor underlying
the mechanism of fast ion stabilization of ITG, since the
suprathermal pressure can increase the total pressure gra-
dient (and thus β′) and increase the stabilization factor,
while not simultaneously adding to the underlying ITG
drive. We stress that this effect is independent from the
impact of the pressure profile on the magnetic drift fre-
quency (ωd), and from self-consistent modifications of the
magnetic equilibrium. The former can be particularly ef-
fective at low magnetic shear [27] and in sˆ− α geometry
is directly linked to the αMHD dependence of ωd. In all
cases discussed in this section, the analytical unshifted
circular geometry formulation was used, with thus no im-
pact of β′ on the magnetic equilibrium. While the ∇P
in the ωd calculation did scale with β, test cases with a
constant ∇P = 0 in the ωd calculation were run. Only
small differences (<10%) in βcrit were observed, with the
same qualitative behavior throughout.
A study of a subset of the βcrit dependencies was car-
ried out for the low-stiffness low-β JET discharge 66404
at ρ = 0.33, discussed in detail in Ref.[7, 8, 28]. Of partic-
ular interest is the magnetic shear (sˆ) dependence, moti-
vated by the observation of increased destiffening at low-
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Table 1: Discharge 75225 dimensionless parameters as input into the Gene simulations. The values are averaged between 6.0-6.5 s,
before the onset of a deleterious n = 3 neoclassical tearing mode. ν∗ is the normalized collisionality: ν∗≡νei
qR
ǫ1.5vte
, with ǫ = a/R and
vte ≡
√
Te/me. γE is the E×B shear rate, where γE≡
r
q
dΩ
dr
/( vth
R
) for the purely toroidal rotation assumed here for the NBI driven
cases. vth ≡
√
Te/mi. The gradient lengths are defined taking the radial coordinate as the toroidal flux coordinate. We note that the
βj of all ionic species are scaled with βe, according to the pressure ratios pj/pe.
Location R/LTi R/LTe R/Lne Ti/Te βe [%] sˆ q ν
∗ Zeff γE nfast/ne Tfast/Te R/LT fast R/Lnfast
ρ = 0.33 6.2 3.4 2.4 1.2 1.8 0.16 1.1 0.023 1.55 0.2 0.12 7.3 0.33 7.0
ρ = 0.64 3.4 5.8 3.05 1.07 0.75 1.44 1.74 0.018 1.90 0.3 0.055 8.65 2.15 8.9
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Figure 1: β scans for various sˆ values for the low-stiffness JET discharge 66404, at ρ = 0.33. The nominal βe and sˆ is 0.32% and 0.7
respectively. The left panel (a) shows the linear growth rates and the quadratic fit to the βcrit KBM threshold (the curves meeting the
x-axis). The center panel (b) shows the corresponding frequencies, and the right panel (c) shows the ratio between the EM-case and
ES-case heat fluxes from the corresponding nonlinear simulations.
sˆ [18]. In figure 1 a β scan is shown for various levels of
sˆ, where sˆ = 0.7 is the nominal value for the discharge.
These scans include both linear calculations and corre-
sponding nonlinear simulations. In all cases here, only the
thermal species are included, although nominally 66404
has a significant fast ion population. This is an extension
of the sˆ-scan for this discharge shown in Refs.[7, 8]. The
linear runs where carried out at ky = 0.2, the wavenum-
ber corresponding to the most unstable KBM mode. ky
is normalized by 1/ρs
For all values of sˆ, a transition from ITG modes to
KBM is observed, characterized by a sharp upswing of
the growth rates for increasing β and a jump in the real
frequencies of the dominant mode. Positive ω is defined
as the ion diamagnetic direction in Gene. For sˆ > 1, an
intermediate TEM zone is apparent, characterized by the
negative frequencies. The KBM thresholds for each case
were extrapolated by a quadratic fit to the first several
KBM growth rates, shown in figure 1a.
An sˆ-scan of nonlinear simulations – both EM and ES
– was then carried out, with the nominal βe = 0.32%
corresponding to discharge 66404 at ρ = 0.33. The ra-
tio between the EM-case and ES-case heat fluxes at each
point in the scan is shown in figure 1c, plotted against
the βe/βcrit for each parameter set, where βcrit was taken
from the fit of the linear scans. Two important points
should be emphasized: a) the β scans and βcrit shown here
correspond to electron β, but the βs of all ionic species
in the simulations are scaled self-consistently with βe, ac-
cording to the pressure ratios pj/pe; b) the sˆ-dependent
βcrit is the parameter which changes within the scan in
figure 1c, not βe. While the intermittency in the simu-
lations leads to significant error bars, a clear separation
in this flux ratio is seen between high and low βe/βcrit,
with a lower ratio at higher βe/βcrit. This supports the
adoption of β/βcrit as a valid parameter of merit also for
the nonlinear ITG EM-stabilization, suggesting that the
EM modification of the linear modes is also linked to the
enhanced nonlinear stabilization. For the ion heat flux,
the inclusion of EM effects is always stabilizing, consis-
tent with ITG stabilization. However, the situation is
more complicated with the electron heat flux. At higher
sˆ (higher βcrit and thus lower βe/βcrit), the inclusion of
EM effects leads to an increase of electron heat flux in this
specific case. This is due to a combination of magnetic
flutter transport, and likely an increased relative impact
of the trapped electron drive. More detailed analysis is
necessary to untangle the various effects. We note how-
ever that all these cases remain ion heat flux dominated,
and even for the EM simulations, the qi/qe ratio remains
within the range of 2-4.
In figure 2, the relevance of the β/βcrit parametrization
of EM-stabilization in the presence of fast ions is exam-
ined. Figure 2a displays a β-scan for three separate cases
of discharge 66404 at ρ = 0.33: with thermal species only,
with a fast D species matching the modeled NBI profile
for the discharge, and with a fast 3He species matching
the modeled ICRH profile. In this scan, a separation of
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the curves are evident, with the EM-stabilization occur-
ring at different rates with increasing βe. Continuing the
calculation of the curves down to the KBM limit (not
shown for brevity) we obtain βcrit = 0.77%, 0.66%, 0.59%
respectively for the three cases. When rescaling the x-
axis of the plot to βe/βcrit, as shown in figure 2b, the
overlap between the three curves is much more apparent,
illustrating the suitability of β/βcrit as a parameter of
merit.
To summarize, β/βcrit is shown to be a valid param-
eter of merit for both the linear and nonlinear EM-
stabilization. βcrit is reduced at lower-sˆ and with in-
creased suprathermal pressure gradients. Thus, for a
given thermal β, enhanced EM–stabilization of ITG tur-
bulence is expected at both low-sˆ and high suprathermal
pressure. This statement is relevant for the interpreta-
tion of transport in JET discharge 75225, as shown in the
following sections.
We conclude this section with a remark on the nature of
βcrit. We have assumed that βcrit = βKBM . However, an
additional β-limit is apparent from numerical simulations
– βNZT (non-zonal-transition) – leading to a sharp rise in
flux due to a reduction in zonal flow activity [29, 30]. For
highly driven systems, this occurs for βNZT < βKBM .
However, for experimental parameter sets studied thus
far, including all those studied in this paper, βKBM <
βNZT . This is an encouraging observation since we have
seen that access to β ∼ βKBM has positive ramifications
for ITG stabilization. If this observation can be shown
to be general, this would mean that a prediction to the
degree of EM-stabilization in future devices such as ITER
could be carried out from linear analysis of the projected
profiles, and determining β/βcrit where βcrit is taken as
βKBM . This is left for future work.
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Figure 2: Linear β scans for JET discharge 66404 at ρ = 0.33,
for thermal species only and when including either NBI or ICRH
driven fast ions. The scans are plotted as a function of βe (a) and
as a function of βe/βcrit (b), where βcrit was separately calculated
for each case.
4 Linear simulations of JET 75225
In this section we describe the linear analysis of the JET
high-β hybrid discharge 75225. The analysis is split into
2 subsections concentrating on different radii, ρ = 0.33
and ρ = 0.64.
4.1 Linear calculations at ρ = 0.33
In figure 3 we plot the ky spectrum of the linear growth
rates and frequencies at ρ = 0.33. The plot shows 4 sep-
arate cases: a case without fast ions, a case including
the full fast ion pressure gradient, a case with the fast
ion pressure gradient reduced by 30%, and a case where
βe was set to 10
−5, which is effectively an electrostatic
case. The spectrum in all cases is dominated by ITG
modes, characterized by the positive frequencies in the
diamagnetic drift frequency range. From the comparison
of the EM and ES cases, a strong linear EM-stabilization
is evident, particularly at the higher ky values. In all
scans shown here, the ∇P taken for the ωd calculations
are set to be consistent with the input β and logarith-
mic gradients in each run. We also utilize two separate
input geometry files, for the cases with and without fast
ions respectively. These were calculated from the Grad-
Shafranov solver in the CRONOS interpretative runs for
each case, at the nominal R/LTi, where the suprather-
mal pressure component was removed when calculating
the ‘no fast ion’ magnetic equilibrium.
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Figure 3: Linear growth rate (a) and frequency (b) spectra as a
function of ky , for JET 75225 at ρ = 0.33. The calculations included
numerical geometry, collisions, C impurities, EM fluctuations and
fast ions, unless otherwise noted.
An additional mode is clearly apparent for the param-
eters corresponding to including the full suprathermal
pressure, at ky < 0.2, at significantly higher frequencies
than the ITG range. This mode is stabilized by lower-
ing the fast ion pressure gradient by 30%, illustrating the
fast ion drive of this mode. From a Rosenbluth-Hinton
test [31] it was determined that the frequency of these
modes are within 5% of the GAM frequency for these pa-
rameters. This supports the identification of this mode
as a Beta induced Alfve´n Eigenmode (BAE) [32], which
is known to be degenerate with the GAM frequency [33].
However, these modes are likely coupled with the KBM
modes which share a similar frequency range. Thus, in
lieu of deeper analysis regarding the precise characteriza-
tion, in the following we refer to this mode as a hybrid
BAE/KBM. As will be shown in section 5, the heat fluxes
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in the simulation of the system with unstable BAE/KBMs
is highly inconsistent with the experimental power bal-
ance values. Thus, it is assumed that the system self-
organizes to a state just below the BAE/KBM stability
boundary. We maintain the lowered fast ion pressure for
all the nonlinear simulations, and consider this the nom-
inal parameter set.
Comparing the ITG growth rates of the cases with
and without fast ions shows that the fast ions provide
an additional stabilization of ITG beyond the thermal
EM-stabilization, as expected from section 3. This sta-
bilization has been isolated to be electromagnetic in na-
ture, and not due to the concomitant modifications of
∇P in the ωd calculation, or the different magnetic equi-
librium. This is seen in figure 4a, where the nominal
‘with fast ion’ case is compared to various ‘no fast ion’
cases. The ∇P in ωd and then the magnetic equilib-
rium are respectively modified to equate with those of
the nominal case. The growth rate differences are mi-
nor compared with the EM-stabilization. Interestingly,
switching to the higher shifted magnetic equilibrium of
the ‘with fast ion’ case leads to destabilization, i.e. in-
creased growth rates. While increased Shafranov shift
typically stabilizes the ITG drive, in this case it also sta-
bilizes the KBM/BAE drive and increases βcrit, thus re-
ducing the degree of EM-stabilization of ITG, leading to
a net effect of higher growth rates. This impact of geome-
try on the KBM is linked with the observed improvement
of peeling-ballooning stability in the tokamak edge region
in cases with fast ions, which leads to a beneficial core-
edge transport coupling [19]. In figure 4b we also isolate
the EM-stabilization effect when comparing the EM and
ES cases with fast ions. By replacing the ∇P ≈ 0 in the
ES case ωd calculation (due to setting ∇P with respect
to the input β ≈ 0 and gradients) with the nominal ∇P
from the EM case, we only obtain a minor difference in
calculated growth rates. The input magnetic equilibrium
was already the same for both cases.
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Figure 4: Linear growth rate spectra as a function of ky, for
JET 75225 at ρ = 0.33. The impact of EM-stabilization is isolated
when comparing cases with and without fast ions (a), and when
comparing the EM and ES cases (b).
The behavior of the BAE/KBM mode destabilization
at ky = 0.1 is shown in figure 5, for the two separate
cases with the full and lowered fast ion pressure gradient.
For both cases the ITG growth rates are stabilized with
higher βe until the BAE/KBM is eventually destabilized.
For the full gradients, this destabilization occurs for a βe
lower than the experimental βe of 1.84%. For the lowered
fast ion pressure gradient, the instability boundary is just
above the experimental value. Thus, β/βcrit ≈ 1 in this
case, and according to the results in section 3 we can thus
expect significant nonlinear EM-stabilization as well. We
reiterate that in the scan, the βs of all ionic species are
also scaled in the scan with βe, according to the pressure
ratios pj/pe.
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Figure 5: β-scan of linear growth rate at ky = 0.1 for JET 75225
at ρ = 0.33. Two separate cases are shown, one with nominal
parameters and the second with the fast ion pressure reduced by
30%. The nominal βe = 1.84% is signified by the vertical black line.
4.2 Linear calculations at ρ = 0.64
In figure 6 we show the linear calculations at ρ = 0.64.
Three cases are shown: the nominal case including fast
ions, a case without fast ions, and an electrostatic case.
Three distinct instabilities are apparent. In the EM cases,
a micro-tearing-mode (MTM) – identified from its mode
parity and structure – is unstable at ky = 0.05. For inter-
mediate ky ITGs are unstable, and for ky > 1.1 trapped
electron modes (TEMs) are unstable. As opposed to the
ρ = 0.33 case, the EM-stabilization is much weaker in
the lower, transport driving ky values. This is reflected
by the relatively lower β/βcrit ≈ 0.3 values calculated for
this case.
We note that these linear calculations were carried out
for modified input parameters compared with table 1,
with R/LTe and R/Lne reduced by 20%, and R/LTi in-
creased by 20%. This was necessary to reach agreement
with the experimental power balance values and qi/qe
heat flux ratio in the nonlinear simulations. For nominal
parameters, a strongly driven TEM regime was predicted
at all ky, leading to qe > qi, in disagreement with the
observations. This modification of the driving gradients
is at the limits of the experimental error bars.
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Figure 6: Linear growth rate (a) and frequency (b) spectra as a
function of ky, for JET 75225 at ρ = 0.64. The calculations included
numerical geometry, collisions, C impurities, EM fluctuations and
fast ions, unless otherwise noted.
5 Nonlinear simulations of JET 75225
In this section we describe the nonlinear simulations of
JET discharge 75225, split into 2 subsections concentrat-
ing on different radii, ρ = 0.33 and ρ = 0.64.
5.1 Nonlinear simulations at ρ = 0.33
In figure 7 the Gene saturated nonlinear transport fluxes
are shown for various cases: with fast ions (with 30% re-
duced suprathermal pressure gradient), without fast ions,
and with fast ions but electrostatic. In addition, the ex-
perimental ion and electron heat fluxes from power bal-
ance is shown. The Gene error bars are derived from
intermittency and uncertainties in the precise saturated
potential level. The power balance ion heat flux uncer-
tainties include statistical errors, and the propagation of
Ti,e errors on the ion-electron heat exchange term.
The most striking observation is that the nonlinear EM-
stabilization is absolutely critical for achieving agreement
between the Gene and experimental flux values. The
nonlinear EM-stabilization is here manifested mostly as
a stiffness reduction. The approximate factor 20 reduc-
tion in heat flux is much greater than the analogous
growth rate reduction, reflecting the enhanced nonlin-
ear nature of the EM-stabilization. This result is thus a
reactor-relevant high-β extension of the results reported
in Ref. [5, 7]. In addition to the stiffness reduction, a
slight increase in the value of the Dimits shift [34] is ob-
served between the ES and EM case with fast ions. This is
seen by comparing the linear R/LTi thresholds for these
cases, calculated separately and shown in the figure, with
the extrapolation to zero-flux of the nonlinear stiffness
curves. This Dimits shift extension is consistent with
previous findings of nonlinear EM-stabilization [11, 12].
In this case, as opposed to the low-β cases in Ref. [7],
the majority of the nonlinear EM-stabilization is due to
the thermal component. This is consistent with the lower
suprathermal pressure fraction in these high-β cases com-
pared with the low-β cases, on the order of 30% here.
However, the addition of fast ions does still provide sig-
nificant additional stabilization, leading to an additional
increase of R/LTi by approximately 10–20%, for the same
heat flux level.
The level of agreement between the experimental power
balance and Gene predictions is remarkable, and pro-
vides a highly encouraging validation of nonlinear gyroki-
netics in the high-β regime. This is only possible due to
the increasing capacity in high performance supercomput-
ing capabilities. For example, the simulations shown in
figure 7 necessitated around 4 million CPU hours of cal-
culation time, not including extensive convergence tests.
The rightmost datapoint in figure 7, with its sharp
uptick in heat fluxes at the highest R/LTi, is a conse-
quence of the destabilization of the BAE/KBM mode,
which is also destabilized by the main ion gradients. This
is also seen by the strong increase in fast ion diffusivity
for that case. The particularly sharp uptick of the elec-
tron heat flux is mostly due to increased magnetic flutter.
While the decrease in β/βcrit at increased R/LTi due to
the increase in BAE/KBM drive may help maintain the
low-stiffness curve at higher R/LTi, this high heat flux
data point is an indication of the eventual saturation of
the EM-stabilization mechanism due to the crossing of
the BAE/KBM boundary (β/βcrit > 1).
We recall that these simulations all used a suprather-
mal pressure gradient reduced by 30%. The anomalous
diffusivity prescribed in the SPOT code to provide such
a suprathermal pressure reduction in the CRONOS inter-
pretative simulations was 0.5m2/s. This level is actually
consistent with the Gene predicted fast ion diffusivity
for the simulation at nominal R/LTi, which also led to
heat flux agreement with power balance. Thus, the self-
consistency of this assumption is verified.
The decrease in EM-stabilization when transitioning
between the ‘with fast ions’ to ‘no fast ions’ curves in
figure 7(a,b), at each given R/LTi point, is correlated
with a corresponding decrease in β/βcrit. This is seen
in figure 8 for both the ion and electron heat fluxes.
βcrit was calculated for each case by a dedicated linear
β scan at ky = 0.1. This result provides further ev-
idence of the relevance of β/βcrit as an organizing pa-
rameter for the impact of both linear and nonlinear EM-
stabilization. However, β/βcrit does not correlate with
qi,e(βe = 1.84%)/qi,e(βe ≈ 0) as βcrit changes due to
R/LTi in the R/LTi scans, particularly for the case in-
cluding fast ions. This can be understood to be due to
the proximity to turbulence threshold, and the compli-
cation of the increased Dimits shift of the case including
fast ions. As R/LTi is reduced, the case with fast ions
drops to the threshold level faster than the electrostatic
case, decreasing qi,e(βe = 1.84%)/qi,e(βe ≈ 0) in spite of
the lower β/βcrit. Finally, we note that in this case, as op-
posed to Ref. [7], the difference in flux between the ‘with
fast ions’ and ‘no fast ions’ nonlinear EM simulations is
on the same order of the difference in the linear spectra
between the ‘with fast ions’ and ‘no fast ions’ cases in
figure 3. This suggests that while the total degree of EM-
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Figure 7: Ion heat fluxes (a), electron heat fluxes (b), and fast ion particle diffusivity (c) from Gene nonlinear simulations of JET
75225 at ρ = 0.33.
stabilization cannot be explained purely by linear theory,
the additional boost provided by fast ions can be repro-
duced quasilinearly for this specific case, as confirmed in
Ref. [21].
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between the electromagnetic and electrostatic simulations shown in
figure 7, plotted against β/βcrit, for 3 separate R/LTi inputs.
In ITG turbulence, zonal flows (ZFs) are a well known
saturation mechanism [35]. The correlation of the non-
linear EM-stabilization and increased destabilization of
ZF secondaries has been reported [13]. This connection
is verified in these simulations as well. This is seen by
analyzing the ratio of the electric field energy of the ZFs
(all ky = 0 modes) to the sum of electric field energies of
all drift wave modes. This value,
∣∣E2ZF
∣∣ /∑ky>0
∣∣E2DW
∣∣,
serves a proxy for the relative impact of ZFs in the non-
linear system. This ratio is ≈ 1.5 for the EM case with
fast ions, ≈ 1.4 for the EM case without fast ions, and
≈ 0.65 for the ES case. This trend correlates well with
the trend of the relative heat flux ratios. In figure 9, the
normalized electric field energy spectra is shown for the
nonlinear simulations of the nominal EM and ES cases.
The relative increased energy in the ky = 0 ZF modes in
the EM case is clearly evident in the plot.
The relative role of EM-stabilization and flow shear sta-
bilization was investigated by γE scans. This is shown in
figure 10. The γE scans, where γE = 0.2 is the nominal
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Figure 9: Amplitude of the normalized electric field fluctuations
averaged over the saturated nonlinear phase for two separate cases
(EM and ES) of JET 75225 at ρ = 0.33. The amplitudes at each
ky are averaged for all kx modes and over the parallel direction.
value, were carried out for both EM and ES cases. A
number of striking observations come out from this scan.
Firstly, for the (nominal) EM case, no flow shear stabi-
lization was evident at all. A slight increase in fluxes is
even observed, particularly in the electron channel. This
increased qe is due to increased magnetic flutter, which
may suggest increased fast ion mode destabilization with
rotation. For the ES case, a more classical trend is ob-
served, with stabilization at increased γE . However, for
the nominal γE = 0.2, this stabilization remains weak.
Even at γE = 0.6, the flux levels are significantly above
the power balance levels. This suggests that rotation is
not an important stabilization factor in this regime, which
is dominated by EM-stabilization, at least for inner radii
such as ρ = 0.33. The explanation for the complete lack
of flow shear stabilization in the EM case remains un-
known, and is a topic for future study. A conjecture is
that this may be related to the much shorter autocorre-
lation times of the turbulent structures in the EM cases
compared with the ES cases.
We conclude this subsection with a brief discussion of
the combined ITG-BAE/KBM turbulent state. This was
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carried out by carrying out a simulation using the full fast
pressure gradient, i.e. the case in which the BAE/KBM
mode is seen to be unstable in figure 3. The time depen-
dent nonlinear fluxes are shown in figure 11. In the plot,
an initial phase is evident, corresponding to the case with
reduced fast pressure gradient. The simulation input is
then shifted to the full fast pressure gradient, and the
simulation is restarted. This then corresponds to phase
2, where all fluxes rise to a degree significantly above the
power balance levels. In particular, the EM component
(magnetic flutter) of the electron heat flux rises sharply.
This EM transport component is correlated with tearing
parity fluctuations at ky > 0.3. MTMs are linearly stable
at this region, and this observation is potentially linked
to heightened nonlinear mode-mixing to tearing parity
modes [36] when the BAE/KBM is unstable. This is a
subject of future study. However, this regime as an op-
erating point is not experimentally relevant due to the
high fluxes, and this supports the use of “stiff” Alfve´n
Eigenmode models in reduced modeling frameworks [37].
Whether the system is maintained constantly below the
BAE/KBM mode limit, or has limit cycle dynamics, is
an open question and necessitates flux driven simulations.
Thus, we cannot fully rule out the experimental relevance
of this state. Finally, we note that the phase 1 time trace
shown in figure 11 is the tail end of a significantly longer
simulation, with sufficient statistics to determine a sat-
urated nonlinear state. However, for phase 2, there are
insufficient statistics for such a determination. Nonethe-
less, we deem the qualitative observation of significantly
higher fluxes than the power balance as robust.
5.2 Nonlinear simulations at ρ = 0.64
In this subsection we describe the nonlinear analysis at
ρ = 0.64, and compare the trends observed with the anal-
ogous simulations at ρ = 0.33. The R/LTi scans are
shown in figure 12. Numerous scans were carried out,
isolating the relative roles of EM-stabilization (thermal
and with fast ions), and E×B flow shear stabilization. It
is clear that at this location, the EM-stabilization is ex-
tremely weak, with the ES and EM curves in close prox-
imity. This is likely due to the much lower β/βcrit ≡ 0.3
in this case compared with ρ = 0.33.
The main observation is that flow shear stabilization
is effective for these parameters, and can significantly
increase the R/LTi values which match the power bal-
ance fluxes. In general, the stiffness level is much higher
for these parameters compared with ρ = 0.33, likely
due to the higher sˆ and q values as well as lower EM-
stabilization. The E×B stabilization provides a thresh-
old shift.
We reiterate that these nonlinear simulations were car-
ried out for modified input parameters compared to the
nominal parameters from table 1, with R/LTe and R/Lne
reduced by 20%, and R/LTi increased by 20%. This was
to avoid a strongly driven TEM regime and match the
experimental qi/qe, and reach the vicinity of the absolute
flux values.
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5.3 Extrapolation to ITER
We conclude this section with a rough extrapolation of
the inner core EM-stabilization effect to ITER, with the
aim of judging the scale of potential impact. Theory
based extrapolations carried out until now have not in-
cluded the enhanced nonlinear EM-stabilization effects.
This extrapolation was based on a Ti profile predicted
for an ITER hybrid scenario in previous theory based
integrated modeling [38]. This modeling consisted of a
CRONOS predictive simulation with the GLF23 trans-
port model [39, 40], and a pedestal height of 4 keV. As
seen in figure 13, this reference Ti is compared with an
estimate – based on the same profile – of Ti peaking in
the inner core between ρ = 0.2 − 0.5. This peaking was
estimated by a simple ∆R/LTi = 2 upshift, based on
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Figure 11: Time traces of Gene simulated ion heat flux (a), electron heat flux (b), and fast ion diffusivity (c) for JET 75225 at ρ = 0.33
during a phase with a 30% reduced fast ion pressure gradient (phase 1), followed by a transition back to the full fast ion pressure gradient
(phase 2). The time traces are compared with the power balance heat fluxes, whose 1σ confidence region is shown by the grey shaded
zone.
the results of JET 75225, which shares a similar β and
suprathermal pressure fraction as predicted for this ITER
hybrid scenario reference case. The lower cutoff point of
ρ = 0.2 is based on a conservative assumption that ac-
cess to the ITG EM-stabilization zone may be hindered
by extremely low-sˆ in the very inner core which decreases
the βcrit of the BAE/KBMs [41]. Based on the nD,T from
the reference case, the fusion power corresponding to the
two separate Ti profiles can be compared. The reference
Pfus = 350 MW increases by 20% to Pfus = 420 MW. The
impact of core EM-stabilization is thus estimated to be
significant.
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Figure 13: Ion temperature profiles from a reference
CRONOS/GLF23 ITER hybrid scenario simulation, compared with
an estimate of a peaked Ti profile when including core EM-
stabilization effects. The fusion powers of the two cases are com-
pared.
6 Conclusions
Detailed linear and nonlinear local gyrokinetic calcula-
tions of the JET high-β hybrid discharge 75225 at ρ =
0.33 and ρ = 0.64 were carried out. Good agreement be-
tween the simulated and power balance heat fluxes was
achieved. It was found that at ρ = 0.33, electromag-
netic (EM) stabilization of ITG turbulence is critical for
reaching agreement with power balance heat fluxes, while
E×B flow shear stabilization was not effective. Nonlinear
effects and the inclusion of suprathermal pressure both
significantly enhance the EM-stabilization. At ρ = 0.64,
on the other hand, the EM-stabilization was ineffective
while the E×B flow shear stabilization was important.
A likely explanation for the difference in EM-stabilization
effectiveness at the two locations is the value of the β/βcrit
EM-stabilization parameter of merit, which is ≈1 and 0.3
respectively for the two cases. βcrit is the critical β value
for the onset of EM instabilities.
These results provide a high-β extension of previous
results of enhanced nonlinear EM-stabilization at low-β.
The reactor relevance of this particular discharge is en-
couraging for extrapolations to future devices, which will
have low rotation but a significant suprathermal pressure
fraction due to fusion α-particles. An estimate of the
impact of this effect on ITER extrapolation was carried
out, with a 20% increase of fusion power predicted for an
ITER hybrid scenario. This is a strong indication that
reduced models employed for transport extrapolation to
ITER and reactors must include suprathermal pressure
and EM-stabilization effects validated by nonlinear gy-
rokinetic simulations.
Future work will concentrate on the physical mecha-
nism of the enhanced nonlinear EM-stabilization, which
is likely related to either (or both) increased secondary ZF
growth rates or reduced tertiary damping of ZFs. How-
ever, a precise characterization of the effect is still lack-
ing.
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